
Mistral
Fly your banner graphics with the new Mistral. Mistral can

be both pole and wall mounted, perfect for outdoor and

inside use.

features & benefits

• Supports a range of graphic sizes

• Brackets can be moved to accommodate 

different graphic heights

• Fibreglass rods can be cut down for 

narrower graphics

• Mounting brackets can be fixed to both walls 

and poles

• Banner arms are suitable for Beaufort scale 5 

wind conditions and higher dependent on 

banner design

• Stainless steel, cast aluminum, 

and fibreglass construction

Assembled dimensions:

Height will vary with graphic size.  

Width = 970mm (38.8”)

Shipping Weight:

4.1kg approx

Shipping Dimensions: 

1125mm x 165mm x 85mm 

Graphic Dimensions:

Width = 795mm / 31.25” maximum

Height will depend on design

Allow 2x bleed of approximately 110mm for the 20mm

dia pole sleeves and place eyelets 30mm in from the

banner edge.

Substrate:

Flag material 

With UV resistant ink for outdoor use.

Graphic life span is dependant on graphic materials and

environment conditions

hardware specifications graphic specifications

Up to 970mm

approx
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We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the specifications without prior notice.
All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no responsibility for variance. 
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Graphic width up

to 795mm max



Assembly Instructions

Kit includes: 

2x pole mount, 4x hose clamps,

4x washers, 4x screws, 

2x zip ties, 4x safety pins, 

2x poles, 2x plastic spacers

Put the pole mount on the post. Wrap the hose clamp around the

post and fit it into the groove on

the mount.

Pull on the hose clamp to 

tighten it. 

Push the screw down on the hose

clamp to fasten it.  

Tighten the hose clamp by turning

the screw. Repeat step 2-5 for the

remaining hose clamps

Apply the plastic spacers to the

back of each pole mount. 

Ensure the spacer is applied to

the end indicated by arrow 

(on front)
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NB Before attaching pole mounts,

please ensure the bottom mount

has arrow facing up, and top

mount has arrow facing down

FrontBack

Attaching the Pole Mounts

Once the mount is secure, slide

the pole in to the mount. Make

sure to line up the holes.  
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Preparation
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Assembly Instructions

Slide your graphic onto the 

top pole.  

Loop a zip tie around the

grommet in the top of 

the graphic

Use the other safety pin and fasten

it to the zip tie and the safety pin

holding the mount to the pole.

This will make sure the graphic

doesn’t slide off.

Repeat steps 1-11 for the bottom

pole and pole mount.  Make sure

that it is the correct distance from

the top so that your graphic 

hangs well.

The finished Mistral should look like this.

Push the safety pin through both

holes to secure the pole in the

pole mount.

Close the safety pin and the

finished pole and pole mount

should look like this.  
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